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Introduction

The arrival of Europeans in North America had a profound impact on the Aboriginal peoples who had been living here for thousands of years. Virtually everything changed: unfamiliar diseases like smallpox ravished the population; the fur trade and European settlement and resource use decimated the wildlife; new technology such as firearms altered Aboriginal economies and tribal relations; Christian evangelism affected spiritual beliefs and values; European imposition of sovereignty and governmental structures weakened, and in some cases replaced, Aboriginal forms of government; and so on. But more than anything else, the taking of Aboriginal lands by Europeans has probably had the greatest long-term impact on the Aboriginal peoples.

In some areas of Canada, a degree of consent to this taking was obtained in the form of treaties. Elsewhere - especially east of Ontario and in British Columbia - Aboriginal lands were simply seized for incoming settlers. These discrepancies reveal both doubt (transparently self-serving) among Europeans about whether the Aboriginal peoples had legal rights to their traditional lands, and unevenness in the way Aboriginal land claims were actually dealt with. But from the beginning of European colonization, there was always some recognition of Aboriginal use and occupation of land. While French acknowledgement of this undeniable reality tended to be revealed more in day-to-day relations with the Aboriginal peoples, Britain formally recognized Aboriginal land rights in the Royal Proclamation of 1763. That document specifically reserved unceded Aboriginal lands for Aboriginal occupation and use, and stipulated that those lands could only be acquired by the Crown at an assembly of the Aboriginal people concerned.

While the Royal Proclamation provided a legal basis for the land surrender treaties that followed, the issue of the nature of Aboriginal land rights remained unsettled. Amazingly, that issue was not judicially resolved until December, 1997, when the Supreme Court of Canada finally produced a legal definition of Aboriginal title in its landmark decision in Delgamuukw v British Columbia. That case involved claims by the Gitxsan (also spelled Gitksan) and Wet'suwet'en Nations to ownership and jurisdiction over their traditional territories. encompassing 58,000 square kilometres - an area almost the size of New Brunswick - in northern British Columbia (see the map of the claim area at page ). The case resulted in one of the longest and most complex trials in Canadian history, taking 318 days for presentation of the evidence and a further 56 days for legal argument. The trial was conducted in the British Columbia Supreme Court before Chief Justice McEachern, who produced a book-length judgment dismissing the claims. The British Columbia Court of Appeal modified some aspects of that decision, and affirmed others.
further appeal, the Supreme Court of Canada set aside the Court of Appeal's decision, and ordered a new trial.

Antonio Lamer, the Chief Justice of Canada, delivered the leading judgment. While avoiding any decision on the merits of the case, he did outline some important principles to be applied in Aboriginal title litigation. First of all, he specified the title's content, and explained how it can be proved. He then looked at the test for determining when a legislative infringement of Aboriginal title can be justified. Finally, he examined the issue of whether the provinces have authority under the Constitution to extinguish Aboriginal title. But even though self-government was a vital part of the Gitxsan and Wet'suwet'en claims, he refused to address that issue directly. However, there is some indication in his judgment that the Court might look favourably on a claim of self-government in an appropriate future case.

In this lecture, I will examine the principles the Chief Justice laid down in relation to Aboriginal title, and assess the possible impact of his decision on Aboriginal land claims and resource development in Canada. We will see that the decision has far-reaching implications that could lead to the economic and political empowerment of Aboriginal peoples and to a radical restructuring of Canadian federalism.

1. The Content of Aboriginal Title

Prior to the Delgamuukw decision, judicial descriptions of Aboriginal title to land were vague. In 1888, the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council referred to it as "a personal and usufructuary right" but was unwilling to give a more precise definition. In the Supreme Court of Canada in 1973, Justice Judson said it means that, at the time of colonization, the Aboriginal peoples were here, "organized in societies and occupying the land as their forefathers had done for centuries". In 1984, Justice Dickson (later Chief Justice of Canada) said that it is "best characterized by its general inalienability, coupled with the fact that the Crown is under an obligation to deal with the land on the Indians' behalf when the interest is surrendered [to the Crown]". But the courts were reluctant to say what Aboriginal title actually amounts to. The question of whether Aboriginal peoples are entitled to the forests, minerals, oil, and other resources on and under their lands was left unresolved.

There were two sides to this debate over the content of Aboriginal title. Non-Aboriginal governments usually argued that it is limited to whatever uses Aboriginal peoples made of the land prior to being influenced by Europeans. In contrast to this, Aboriginal peoples generally contended that they are entitled to make any use of their lands, including extraction of resources like oil and minerals that were not utilized by them in the past. Until the
Delgamuukw decision, it was uncertain which way the Supreme Court of Canada was going to come down on this issue. At trial, the Gitxsan and Wet'suwet'en presented evidence that they have occupied and used lands within the claimed territories for at least 3500 years. The governments of British Columbia and Canada contended that the evidence presented was not sufficient to establish Aboriginal title. Moreover, even if it did establish title, the government lawyers argued that the interest of the Gitxsan and Wet'suwet'en in their lands is limited to uses that were integral to their distinctive cultures prior to contact with Europeans.\(^{14}\)

The Supreme Court did not actually decide whether the Gitxsan and Wet'suwet'en have Aboriginal title. Chief Justice Lamer avoided a final determination of this issue because there were discrepancies between the way the case had been pleaded and the way it was argued on appeal.\(^{15}\) More importantly, he decided that McEachern C.J. had made errors at trial in his treatment of the oral histories of the Gitxsan and Wet'suwet'en. Despite the fact that these histories were vitally important to their case, McEachern C.J. refused to admit some of them, and did not attribute independent weight to those he was willing to admit. Chief Justice Lamer said that the courts have to be more appreciative of "the evidentiary difficulties inherent in adjudicating Aboriginal claims."\(^{16}\) Quoting from his own judgment in the Van der Peet case, decided in 1996, he said that

\[\ldots\text{a court should approach the rules of evidence, and interpret the evidence that exists, with a consciousness of the special nature of Aboriginal claims, and of the evidentiary difficulties in proving a right which originates in times where there were no written records}\ldots\]

As the trial judge failed to do that, his factual findings were unreliable and could not stand. That was the main reason why the Supreme Court ordered a new trial.

In my opinion, the most important aspect of the Delgamuukw decision for Aboriginal peoples is the part dealing with the content of Aboriginal title. For the first time, the Supreme Court stopped avoiding this issue, and provided a clear picture of the title's nature. In so doing, the Court rejected the position of British Columbia and Canada that Aboriginal title is limited to historical uses of the land, but it also rejected the contention of the Gitxsan and Wet'suwet'en that it is equivalent to an inalienable fee simple estate.\(^{18}\) The Supreme Court affirmed earlier characterizations of Aboriginal title as \textit{sui generis}, that is, as an interest in land that is in a class of its own.\(^{19}\) The fact that Aboriginal title cannot be sold or transferred is one aspect of this uniqueness. Another is the title's collective nature - it can only be held by a community of Aboriginal people, not by individuals. The source of Aboriginal title also distinguishes it from other land titles, which usually originate in
Crown grants. Because the Aboriginal peoples were here before the Crown asserted sovereignty, their title is derived from the dual source of their prior occupation and their pre-existing systems of law.

These *sui generis* aspects of Aboriginal title do not restrict the uses that Aboriginal peoples can make of their lands. Chief Justice Lamer proclaimed emphatically that Aboriginal title is "a right to the land itself".\textsuperscript{20} It is not a mere collection of rights to pursue activities on the land that were integral to the distinctive cultures of the Aboriginal peoples before Europeans appeared on the scene, as British Columbia and Canada argued. Instead, Aboriginal title encompasses a full range of uses that need not be linked to past practices. So Aboriginal nations can engage in mining, lumbering, oil and gas extraction, and so on, even if they did not use their lands in those ways in the past.\textsuperscript{21}

But the Chief Justice did not stop there - he declared as well that the right Aboriginal peoples have to use and occupy their lands is an *exclusive* right. This means that Aboriginal peoples are not just free to determine for themselves what uses they will make of their lands; they also have as much right as any landholder to prevent others - and this includes governments - from intruding on and using their lands without their consent. Indeed, they should have *even greater* protection against government intrusion than other landholders because their Aboriginal rights have been recognized and affirmed by the Constitution,\textsuperscript{22} whereas the property rights of other landholders have not. In my opinion the Supreme Court, while acknowledging the proprietary nature and constitutional status of Aboriginal title, did not assign adequate significance to these factors. We will come back to this matter later, as it relates to another issue - namely, infringement.

While describing Aboriginal title as a right of exclusive use and occupation of land, the Supreme Court did place an inherent limitation on the purposes for which Aboriginal title lands can be used. The limitation is this:

Lands held pursuant to Aboriginal title cannot be used in a manner that is irreconcilable with the nature of the attachment to the land which forms the basis of the group's claim to Aboriginal title.\textsuperscript{23}

Chief Justice Lamer linked this limitation to the dual source of Aboriginal title in prior occupation of land and pre-existing systems of Aboriginal law. He emphasized the importance of maintaining the continuity between the historic patterns of occupation which are the basis of Aboriginal title, and present-day uses. So Aboriginal peoples cannot use their lands in ways that would prevent their special relationship with the land from continuing into the future. The Chief Justice gave two examples to illustrate this point. First, if the occupation necessary for establishing Aboriginal title is proven by showing that the land was used as a hunting ground, it cannot be used today in ways that would
destroy its value for hunting - so strip mining, for instance, would be precluded. Secondly,

.. if a group claims a special bond with the land because of its ceremonial or cultural significance, it may not use the land in such a way as to destroy that relationship (e.g. by developing it in such a way that the bond is destroyed, perhaps by turning it into a parking lot).24

These examples have added significance because they suggest that proof of a ceremonial or cultural connection with land, or of use of it as a hunting ground, can be sufficient to establish Aboriginal title. This relates to the matter of proof, to be discussed below.

To the extent that the inherent limitation on Aboriginal title precludes uses that would destroy the value of the land for future generations, it probably accords with the understanding Aboriginal people generally have of their own responsibilities.25 But the connection the Chief Justice made between their historic relationship to the land and uses they can make of it today concerns me because it suggests that Aboriginal peoples may be prisoners of the past. Lamer C.J. tried to dispel this kind of concern by emphasizing that the limitation does not restrict use to activities traditionally carried out on the land. "That", he said, "would amount to a legal straitjacket on Aboriginal peoples who have a legitimate legal claim to the land"26 He added that his approach "allows for a full range of uses of the land, subject only to an overarching limit, defined by the special nature of the Aboriginal title in that land."27

But to what extent is the "special nature" of Aboriginal title tied to the past? The Chief Justice did not answer this question directly. But if I understand him correctly, what he seems to have had in mind is this: on the one hand, present uses are not limited to historic uses, but on the other, present uses that would preclude historic uses, or destroy an Aboriginal people's special relationship with the land, are not permitted. In other words, present uses are not restricted to, but they are restricted by, past practices and traditions.

So what if an Aboriginal society has changed so that its members no longer use their lands as they once did - they now have a different relationship with the land, which is still special to them, but is not historically based? Are they still restricted by past practices and traditions that no one is interested in following any more? In that hypothetical situation, which Chief Justice Lamer does not seem to have considered, I would say no. From a logical perspective, maintenance of the restrictions would make little sense, though I suppose it would preserve the option of returning to the abandoned practices and traditions in the future. More disturbingly, isn't it paternalistic for the Supreme
Court to impose restrictions on Aboriginal title in the interests of cultural preservation - which seems to be what this is all about - if the Aboriginal community in question does not want them? This brings me to the issue of self-government, which in my opinion provides a way out of this dilemma.

2. Aboriginal Self-Government

As already mentioned, Chief Justice Lamer expressly avoided the issue of self-government, even though it was a vital part of the Gitxsan and Wet'suwet'en claims. His reason for doing so was that

.. the errors of fact made by the trial judge, and the resultant need for a new trial, make it impossible for this Court to determine whether the claim to self-government has been made out.28

The Chief Justice was not even willing to outline any general principles on self-government to guide future litigation. However, a careful reading of his decision reveals that, for theoretical and practical reasons, self-government is essential for his conception of Aboriginal title to work.

We have seen that the Chief Justice said that pre-existing systems of Aboriginal law are a source of Aboriginal title to land. He therefore acknowledged that the Aboriginal peoples had legal systems, which presupposes forms of government, prior to the arrival of Europeans in North America. Those legal systems and forms of government did not simply disappear when the French and British Crowns proclaimed sovereignty over what is now Canada. They continued to function in varying degrees, and regulated the internal affairs and external relations of the Aboriginal nations.30 In Delgamuukw, Lamer C.J. acknowledged the existence of decision-making authority in present-day Aboriginal communities, insofar as their land rights are concerned. After affirming that Aboriginal land is held communally by all the members of an Aboriginal nation, he added that "[d]ecisions with respect to that land are also made by that community."31 When one thinks about it, this decision-making authority has to accompany communal land use rights, as how would resources be managed and distributed within the community without it? In the absence of community controls, there might be a free-for-all scramble for resources - an Aboriginal version of the "tragedy of the commons".32 And decision-making authority must entail a community structure for making decisions - in short, some form of self-government.33

As suggested above, self-government provides a solution to the dilemma created by the inherent limitation Chief Justice Lamer placed on Aboriginal title. We have seen that this limitation prevents Aboriginal lands from being used in ways that are inconsistent with an Aboriginal nation's connection with the land. But the nature of that connection must be allowed to change over
time so that Aboriginal peoples are not made prisoners of their own pasts. Canadian courts should not sit in judgment over social change in Aboriginal communities, deciding what is and what is not necessary for their cultural preservation. That kind of paternalism is self-defeating because it destroys the autonomy that is necessary for Aboriginal communities to thrive as dynamic cultural and political entities. Any internal limitations on Aboriginal title in the interests of cultural preservation should be determined by Aboriginal nations themselves through the exercise of self-government within their communities - they should not be imposed by Canadian courts.

3. Proof of Aboriginal Title

In order to establish Aboriginal title, Chief Justice Lamer said that Aboriginal people must prove that they occupied the claimed land at the time the Crown asserted sovereignty, and that the occupation was exclusive. The date of Crown assertion of sovereignty is the relevant time because, in his words, "Aboriginal title is a burden on the Crown's underlying title", and "it does not make sense to speak of a burden on the underlying title before that title existed." Also, the date of sovereignty is generally more certain than the date of first contact with Europeans, which was the time the Court designated in Van der Peet for proof of other Aboriginal rights. The Chief Justice distinguished Aboriginal title from other Aboriginal rights, such as a right to hunt or fish, because Aboriginal title arises from occupation of land, whereas other Aboriginal rights do not. At common law, occupation of land, in and of itself, is sufficient to establish title.

What, then, is required to prove occupation of land? In the context of Aboriginal title, Chief Justice Lamer said that both the common law and the Aboriginal perspective have to be taken into account. At common law, any acts in relation to land that indicate an intention to hold it for one's own purposes are evidence of occupation. In assessing these acts, "the conditions of life and the habits and ideas of the people" in question are relevant. Quoting from Professor Brian Slattery, the Chief Justice said that, "[i]n considering whether occupation sufficient to ground title is established, 'one must take into account the group's size, manner of life, material resources, and technological abilities, and the character of the lands claimed'". Regarding the Aboriginal perspective, Lamer C.J. added that Aboriginal laws, including but not limited to land tenure systems or land use laws, are also relevant to establishing occupation at the time the Crown asserted sovereignty. So while the issue to be determined is whether the lands were occupied at that time, both physical presence and Aboriginal law can be used to prove it.

The Chief Justice acknowledged that "[c]onclusive evidence of pre-sovereignty occupation may be difficult to come by." So he said that
evidence of present occupation could be presented as proof of pre-sovereignty occupation." In that case there would have to be continuity between the two, but this does not require an unbroken chain of continuity", as long as there has been "substantial maintenance of the connection' between the people and the land." Occupation, he said, "may have been disrupted for a time, perhaps as a result of the unwillingness of European colonizers to recognize Aboriginal title." So disruptions in continuity, especially when due to European violation of Aboriginal rights, do not preclude present-day Aboriginal title.

As we have seen, for Aboriginal title to be established the occupation at the time of assertion of sovereignty must have been exclusive. Chief Justice Lamer explained that, because the right of use and occupation entailed by Aboriginal title is exclusive, the occupation necessary to prove it must have been exclusive as well. However, he observed that "[e]xclusivity is a common law principle derived from the notion of fee simple ownership and should be imported into the concept of Aboriginal title with caution." In this regard, the Aboriginal perspective once again needs to be accorded as much weight as the common law perspective. Also, joint Aboriginal title can be shared by two or more Aboriginal nations by application of the concept of shared exclusivity. This would occur, for example, where "two Aboriginal nations lived on a particular piece of land and recognized each other's entitlement to that land but nobody else's." 

4 Infringement of Aboriginal Title

Although earlier decisions had intimated as much, Delgamuukw made clear that Aboriginal title is a real property right - in Chief Justice Lamer's words, it is "the right to the land itself." We have seen that it is also an exclusive right, which means that Aboriginal titleholders can keep others from intruding on their lands. As a result, any such intrusion, unless authorized by law, would be an actionable trespass. Stated more broadly, as a property right Aboriginal title is entitled to as much legal protection as any other property right in Canada.

But Aboriginal title is not just a property right - it is also a constitutionally protected right. Because it is recognized and affirmed as an Aboriginal right by section 35(l) of the Constitution Act, 1982, it is accorded protection against government interference that no other property rights in Canada enjoy. However, this protection, like the protection accorded to fundamental rights by the Charter of Rights and Freedoms, is not absolute. In R. v. Sparrow, decided in 1990, the Supreme Court held that Aboriginal rights can be infringed by federal legislation that meets a strict test of justification. This test requires the government to prove that there is a valid legislative objective behind the infringement, and that the fiduciary duty the
Crown owes to the Aboriginal peoples has been respected. In *Sparrow*, the Court said that the legislative objective must be "compelling and substantial", and that respect for the fiduciary duty means that Aboriginal rights must be given priority over non-Aboriginal interests.\(^{53}\) This priority is in keeping with the constitutional status of Aboriginal rights, which, to borrow a metaphor from Ronald Dworkin, allows them to "trump" other rights that are not constitutionally protected.\(^{54}\) The Court also stated that, in some circumstances, consultation with the Aboriginal people whose rights are involved will have to take place before measures infringing the rights are adopted.\(^{55}\)

However, in decisions since *Sparrow* the Supreme Court has watered down the protection accorded to Aboriginal rights to such an extent that, in my opinion, their constitutional status has been seriously undermined. It seemed clear from *Sparrow* that Aboriginal rights can only be overridden in exceptional circumstances, as one would expect where constitutional rights are concerned, and then only by means of or pursuant to legislation.\(^{56}\) In that case, the Aboriginal right in question was a right to fish for food, societal and ceremonial purposes. The Court decided that federal regulations could limit this right if necessary for the valid legislative purpose of conserving fish stocks. In other words, infringement would be justified if the government had no other viable options for conserving this vital resource. The government could not, however, justify an infringement of the right just because that would be in the "public interest". Chief Justice Dickson and Justice La Forest, delivering the unanimous judgment, put it this way:

> We find the 'public interest' justification to be so vague as to provide no meaningful guidance and so broad as to be unworkable as a test for the justification of a limitation on constitutional rights.\(^{57}\)

However, when the Court revisited this issue six years later in the *Gladstone* case, it did endorse public interest justifications, though not quite in the broad terms rejected in *Sparrow*. Delivering the majority judgment, Chief Justice Lamer said that, because

> .. Aboriginal societies exist within, and are a part of, a broader social, political and economic community, over which the Crown is sovereign, there are circumstances in which, in order to pursue objectives of compelling and substantial importance to that community as a whole (taking into account the fact that Aboriginal societies are a part of that community), some limitation of those rights will be justifiable.\(^{58}\)

Taken by itself, this passage does not suggest that public interest alone is a sufficient justification for overriding Aboriginal rights, but when one looks at the kinds of objectives that Lamer C.J. was willing to characterize as compelling and substantial, that seems to be the result.
To give this some context, we need to be aware that *Gladstone* involved a commercial Aboriginal fishing right, specifically a right to sell herring spawn on kelp in large quantities. This distinguished it from *Sparrow*, which involved an Aboriginal right to fish mainly for food. In *Gladstone*, Lamer C.J. decided that a commercial Aboriginal fishing right does not have complete priority over other fishing. So after necessary conservation has been provided for, how is the fish resource to be allocated among the various users? The Chief Justice said that, while commercial fishing pursuant to an Aboriginal right still has to be given some priority, government allocation of the resource can take into account

.. objectives such as the pursuit of economic and regional fairness, and the recognition of the historic reliance upon, and participation in, the fishery by non-Aboriginal groups.

What he seems to be suggesting here is that, in the interests of "economic and regional fairness", the constitutional rights of the Aboriginal peoples can be infringed by legislation for the purpose of distributing some of the resource to others. Since when, I would like to know, can constitutional rights be overridden for the economic benefit of private persons who do not have equivalent rights? Isn't this turning the Constitution on its head by allowing interests that are not constitutional to trump rights that are?

Justice McLachlin recognized these problems in her forceful dissent in *Van der Peet*, where she discussed Chief Justice Lamer's judgment in *Gladstone*. For one thing, she found his approach to be inconsistent with *Sparrow* because it extended the meaning of "compelling and substantial", in her words, "to any goal which can be justified for the good of the community as a whole, Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal." She continued.

The extension of the concept of compelling objective to matters like economic and regional fairness and the interests of non-Aboriginal fishers .. would negate the very Aboriginal right to fish itself, on the ground that this is required for the reconciliation of Aboriginal rights and other interests and the consequent good of the community as a whole.

For her, this would permit the Crown to "convey a portion of an Aboriginal fishing right to others, not by treaty or with the consent of the Aboriginal people, but by its own unilateral act." She found this to be not only unacceptable, but also unconstitutional. I agree.

Chief Justice Lamer appears to have been oblivious to these objections, as he relied heavily on *Gladstone* in his discussion of infringement in *Delgamuukw*. From *Sparrow* and *Gladstone* he extracted general principles governing justification for infringement of Aboriginal rights, which he then applied to Aboriginal title. In particular, he pointed out that most of the
legislative objectives that may justify infringement "can be traced to the reconciliation of the prior occupation of North America by Aboriginal peoples with the assertion of Crown sovereignty". He added that reconciliation "entails the recognition that 'distinctive Aboriginal societies exist within, and are a part of, a broader social, political and economic community." He then made a remarkable statement that reveals how little the constitutional protection of Aboriginal title really means:

In my opinion, the development of agriculture, forestry, mining, and hydroelectric power, the general economic development of the interior of British Columbia, protection of the environment or endangered species, the building of infrastructure and the settlement of foreign populations to support those aims, are the kinds of objectives that are consistent with this purpose and, in principle, can justify the infringement of Aboriginal title.

Let us be clear about what the Chief Justice had in mind here. If the government thinks the development of agriculture is sufficiently important, it can settle "foreign populations" (by which he must have meant non-Aboriginal Canadians) on Aboriginal lands, even though that would be a clear infringement of Aboriginal title. In other words, replacement of Aboriginal peoples who do not farm with Canadians who do can be justifiable, even though this is an infringement of the Aboriginal peoples' constitutional rights. This sounds very much like a familiar justification for dispossessing Aboriginal peoples in the heyday of European colonialism in eastern North America - agriculturalists are superior to hunters and gatherers, and so can take their lands. But Lamer C.J. was not referring to the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries - he was talking about the present day, as justification for infringement only became relevant after Aboriginal rights were constitutionalized in 1982!

Development of forestry and mining are two more examples Lamer C.J. gave of objectives that would justify infringing Aboriginal title. Now we all know who, for the most part, engages in these kinds of resource development today - large, usually multinational, corporations. So what the Chief Justice appears to have envisaged here is government authorized intrusion onto Aboriginal lands to serve the economic interests of large corporations. If this is justifiable for the good of the community as a whole, then Lamer C.J. seems to subscribe to the view that what is good for large corporations is good for Canada, and if it is good for Canada then Aboriginal rights can be brushed aside.

To put this in context, we need to think about how private, non-Aboriginal lands are treated by governments in Canada. Has anyone ever heard of someone's ranch or resort land being taken by the government and transferred to someone else because it would be economically beneficial to the
community for the land to be farmed. If a private landowner decides not to
develop his or her land, is it justifiable for the government to take it away and
grant it to a corporation because it contains valuable timber or minerals? Of
course not. Governments can only expropriate land for public purposes, such
as highways and airports, and then only if they have clear statutory authority to
do so. They have no power to take someone's land and grant it to someone
else, even if that might be good for the community. Protection of private
property from this kind of interference happens to be a fundamental tenet of
our English law system, and has been ever since Magna Carta.

But from what Lamer C.J. said about infringement and justification in Delgamuukw, it sounds like Aboriginal title lands are more vulnerable to
government interference than private lands. How can this be? We have seen
that Aboriginal title is constitutionally protected in Canada, whereas private
property rights are not. The whole purpose of constitutionalizing rights is to
place them beyond government infringement, except in exceptional
circumstances. In 1982, a conscious choice was made to provide that
protection to Aboriginal rights but not to private property rights. So how is it
that Aboriginal rights have now become more vulnerable? With respect, for me
this aspect of Lamer C.J.'s judgment is simply perverse.

There are, however, a couple of qualifiers in the part of Lamer C.J.'s
judgment on infringement that may serve as checks on the broad governmental
power over Aboriginal title that he apparently endorsed. First, following Sparrow he held that one consequence of the Crown's fiduciary duty is that
Aboriginal peoples must be consulted before infringements of their Aboriginal
title will be justifiable. This requirement of consultation would result in "the
involvement of Aboriginal peoples in decisions taken with respect to their
lands." The extent of the requisite involvement apparently depends on the
severity of the infringement. Lamer C.J. put it this way:

The nature and scope of the duty of consultation will vary with the circumstances.
In occasional cases, when the breach is less serious or relatively minor, it will be no
more than a duty to discuss important decisions that will be taken with respect to
lands held pursuant to Aboriginal title. Of course, even in these rare cases when
the minimum acceptable standard is consultation, this consultation must be in good
faith, and with the intention of substantially addressing the concerns of the
Aboriginal peoples whose lands are at issue. In most cases, it will be significantly
deeper than mere consultation. Some cases may even require the full consent of an
Aboriginal nation, particularly when provinces enact hunting and fishing
regulations in relation to Aboriginal lands.

His suggestion that mere consultation would not fulfill the Crown's fiduciary
duty in most cases, and that full Aboriginal consent would be necessary in
some situations, does allow for significant Aboriginal participation in
decision-making regarding their lands, and for a veto power where the infringement of their Aboriginal title is sufficiently serious.

The other qualifier that could act as a practical deterrent to infringement is what Lamer C.J. called the "economic aspect" of Aboriginal title. As we have seen, he held that Aboriginal title entails a right to exclusive use and occupation, encompassing resources both on and under the land, including timber and minerals. After saying that the economic aspect is particularly relevant "when one takes into account the modem uses to which lands held pursuant to Aboriginal title can be put, he continued.

The economic aspect of Aboriginal title suggests that compensation is relevant to the question of justification as well, a possibility suggested in Sparrow and which I repeated in Gladstone. Indeed, compensation for breaches of fiduciary duty are a well-established part of the landscape of Aboriginal rights: Guerin. In keeping with the duty of honour and good faith on the Crown, fair compensation will ordinarily be required when Aboriginal title is infringed. The amount of compensation payable will vary with the nature of the particular Aboriginal title affected and with the nature and severity of the infringement and the extent to which Aboriginal interests were accommodated.

So infringement of Aboriginal title is not without cost. Aboriginal peoples have a right to compensation for any loss they incur as a result of infringement. Moreover, as Lamer C.J. linked this right to the fiduciary duty which is integral to the constitutional status of Aboriginal title, it would seem that the obligation to pay compensation is constitutional. This means that it cannot be avoided by legislation. Given that Aboriginal title includes natural resources, any infringement of it for the purpose of developing those resources could result in expensive compensation payments. When one combines this right to compensation with the duty to consult, what emerges from the part of Lamer C.J.'s judgment on infringement is an emphasis on Aboriginal participation in resource development.

Throughout his discussion of infringement, Lamer C.J. seems to have taken for granted that provincial legislatures as well as the federal Parliament can infringe Aboriginal title, provided they are able to meet the justification test. But as we are about to see, this appears to be in direct conflict with another part of his judgment, dealing with Aboriginal title and federalism.

5. Federal and Provincial Jurisdiction over Aboriginal Title

Sections 91 and 92 of the Constitution Act, 1867, divided governmental powers between the Parliament of Canada and the provincial legislatures. Section 91(24) assigned exclusive jurisdiction over "Indians, and Lands reserved for the Indians", to Parliament. The Delgamuukw decision resolved a long-standing debate over whether the words "Lands reserved for the Indians"
include lands held by Aboriginal title.\textsuperscript{85} Chief Justice Lamer decided, on the basis of his interpretation of earlier authority and for public policy reasons,\textsuperscript{86} that Aboriginal title lands are included under that constitutional head of power.

So what are the implications of this? The Chief Justice said explicitly that this means that the provinces, since Confederation, have been unable to extinguish Aboriginal title. But as mentioned previously, he nonetheless suggested that the provinces can infringe Aboriginal title, provided they justify the infringement by meeting the Sparrow and Gladstone test.\textsuperscript{87} This is also apparent from his examples of infringement for the purposes of agriculture, forestry, and mining, all of which come primarily under provincial jurisdiction. But how, one might ask, can the provinces infringe Aboriginal title for any of these purposes if it is under exclusive federal jurisdiction?

Surprisingly, Chief Justice Lamer did not even mention, let alone answer, this question. I nonetheless think that the correct response is that they cannot. This response is based on the constitutional principle of interjurisdictional immunity, which prevents the provinces from enacting legislation in relation to matters that are under exclusive federal jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{88} In Delgamuukw, Lamer C.J. accepted the application of this principle to Aboriginal title, given that it is a federal matter.\textsuperscript{89} So to the extent that provincial laws are in relation to land, they cannot apply to "lands reserved for the Indians", including Aboriginal title lands.

There is an extensive, well-settled body of case law excluding the application of provincial laws to one category of these section 91(24) lands, namely, Indian reserves. Every case I am aware of on this issue - and this includes Supreme Court of Canada decisions - has held that, to the extent that provincial laws relate to use and possession of lands, they cannot apply to reserve lands.\textsuperscript{90} This case law clearly applies to Aboriginal title lands, as Lamer C.J., in Delgamuukw, specifically adopted an earlier judicial statement that the interest in reserve and Aboriginal title lands is the same.\textsuperscript{91} In both instances, the Aboriginal interest entails a right to exclusive use and occupation. The reason why provincial laws relating to use and occupation cannot apply on reserves is precisely because those laws would interfere with that Aboriginal interest. If this is the case for reserve lands, it must be the case for Aboriginal title lands as well.\textsuperscript{92}

How, then, was Chief Justice Lamer able to conclude that provincial laws can infringe Aboriginal title, particularly if the infringement involved something as intrusive as engaging in agriculture, forestry or mining on Aboriginal lands? It is perfectly obvious that activities like these would interfere with the Aboriginal titleholders' right of exclusive use and occupation. Frankly, I do not have an answer to this. It appears to be an
oversight, a case of the left hand having forgotten what the right hand has done. The Supreme Court will have to return to this issue in the future, and resolve this glaring contradiction.

So how might the Court resolve this?\textsuperscript{93} In my opinion, it will be virtually impossible for the Court to backtrack on its conclusion that Aboriginal title comes under exclusive federal jurisdiction. As its motivation for doing so would obviously be to rescue provincial power to infringe Aboriginal title, it would leave itself wide open to attack for changing its mind for political and economic reasons, at the expense of legal principle and to the detriment of Aboriginal rights. That would not engender respect for the Court by Aboriginal peoples, nor, I would expect, by other fair-minded Canadians. Instead, I think the Court will be obliged to accept the consequences of its decision that Parliament has exclusive jurisdiction over Aboriginal title. This means that, to the extent that infringements of Aboriginal title can be justified - and we have seen that there are major problems with the Court's approach to that as well - the power to do so is exclusively federal.
Conclusion

So has the Supreme Court finally got the definition of Aboriginal title right? My answer, as is probably obvious by now, is an equivocal lawyer's response - yes and no. On the yes side, with some reservations I think the Court's approach to the issues of proof and content of Aboriginal title is basically correct. What Aboriginal people have to show is exclusive occupation of land at the time the Crown asserted sovereignty. Occupation here is evaluated by reference to their own societies and their own ways of using the land, not by European standards. Joint occupation by more than one Aboriginal nation is also recognized. On content of Aboriginal title, the Court has acknowledged that it is a right to exclusive use and occupation, for a full range of purposes that are not limited to historic uses. This is in keeping with common law principles, which have never limited the uses an occupant can make of land to the uses relied upon to establish the occupation. The inherent limitation excluding uses that are irreconcilable with the nature of the particular Aboriginal people's attachment to the land may be problematic, but as we have seen this will depend on whether the Court allows for modifications to the nature of that attachment over time, through cultural change and the exercise of powers of self-government.

However, in its treatment of the issue of infringement of Aboriginal title, I think the Supreme Court made serious errors. The suggestion that Aboriginal title can be infringed in the interests of economic development, benefiting private persons and corporations, disregards the special protection accorded to property rights by English law for close to 800 years. Moreover, Aboriginal title, unlike other property rights, is also protected against government interference by the Canadian Constitution, a fact that was acknowledged but not given sufficient importance by the Court.

Finally, there are the matters of provincial infringement of Aboriginal title and the constitutional division of powers. As we have seen, Chief Justice Lamer's inference that provincial legislatures can infringe Aboriginal title is in stark contradiction to his ruling that Aboriginal title is under the exclusive jurisdiction of Parliament. I have no doubt that the Court will have to take a second look at this issue, and I hope this contradiction will be resolved in a way that respects both constitutional principles and Aboriginal rights.

Overall, there can be no doubt that Delgamuukw is a landmark decision. As the full impact of it sinks in, it will have a dramatic effect, especially in areas of Canada where land cession treaties or land claims agreements have not yet been signed. By specifying that "Aboriginal title encompasses the right to exclusive use and occupation of the land held pursuant to that title for a variety of purposes", it helps to level the playing field between Aboriginal
people and non-Aboriginal governments in the negotiation of land claims.\(^{97}\) It could also alter the nature of those negotiations very significantly. In the land claims agreements that have been signed since the federal government instituted a land claims policy in 1973,\(^{98}\) the Aboriginal parties have generally been obliged to surrender their Aboriginal title to the entire land claim area, in return for security of tenure in the form of recognized title to a portion of it, and other benefits.\(^{99}\) At the time they were signed, these agreements may have been reasonable compromises, given the uncertainty over the meaning of Aboriginal title. That uncertainty no longer exists. Given that the Supreme Court has finally accepted that Aboriginal title is the right to exclusive use and occupation, and includes natural resources, why should Aboriginal people be willing to surrender Aboriginal title to any of their Aboriginal lands? As a result of \textit{Delgamuukw}, they already have the security of tenure and entitlement to natural resources that they sought in earlier agreements.

So why negotiate land claims agreements at all? In my opinion, there are two reasons for doing so. First of all, after \textit{Delgamuukw} Aboriginal people still have to prove that they have Aboriginal title.\(^{100}\) While the decision did remove the uncertainty over the meaning of Aboriginal title, it did not resolve the issue of which Aboriginal peoples have title to what lands. The decision did not even resolve that matter for the Gitxsan and Wet'suwet'en - that is why the case was sent back to trial. To avoid the protracted, expensive litigation that would be required to establish Aboriginal title in court, it is advisable for Aboriginal peoples to try to resolve the issues of the existence and geographical extent of their Aboriginal title through negotiations with the federal and provincial governments.\(^{101}\) If those governments refuse to take sufficient account of the \textit{Delgamuukw} decision in the negotiations, or display other instances of bad faith, then the Aboriginal peoples always have the option of going to court.

A second reason for negotiating is that, although Aboriginal peoples are entitled to the resources on and under their lands, the inalienability of Aboriginal title\(^{102}\) may prevent them from developing those resources without the cooperation of the federal government. This feature of Aboriginal title may, for example, prevent Aboriginal titleholders from entering into leaseholds or resource extraction agreements with corporations that have the expertise and capital to develop the resources. While there would appear to be no legal impediment preventing Aboriginal peoples from developing these resources on their own (as long as they do not violate the inherent limitation on their title\(^{103}\)), this may not be a realistic option, at least in the short term, for Aboriginal peoples who do not have the necessary human and financial resources. So for Aboriginal peoples who are interested in developing the resources on their lands, negotiation of agreements with the federal and provincial governments may be unavoidable.
In the meantime we have seen that, given exclusive federal jurisdiction over Aboriginal rights, the provinces should not be able to infringe Aboriginal title. Without Aboriginal consent, provincially authorized resource development on lands subject to Aboriginal claims therefore poses substantial risks. If Aboriginal title to those lands is subsequently established, the province and the developer could be liable for damages for trespass. In circumstances where the province and the developer had prior notice of those claims, punitive damages as well as damages for actual loss might be appropriate, especially where disruption to Aboriginal ways of life has occurred that cannot be repaired and cannot be assessed in monetary terms. As those damages might far outweigh the benefits of the trespass, provincial governments and developers should think twice before engaging in resource development or other use of lands that are subject to Aboriginal claims.

Acting under the authority conferred on it by section 91(24) of the Constitution Act, 1867, we have seen that the Parliament of Canada can infringe Aboriginal title as long as the infringement can be justified. On the basis of the Delgamuukw decision, it would therefore seem that Parliament could authorize resource development on Aboriginal title lands. But for that to be justified, at the very least there would have to be consultation with the Aboriginal titleholders, and in some instances their consent would have to be obtained. Moreover, compensation would have to be paid to them for any violation of their Aboriginal title. If the benefit of the infringement went to a province or to a resource developer, what incentive would there be for the federal government to incur the cost of paying compensation? So from a practical perspective, the more viable alternative would be for agreements to be negotiated with the Aboriginal peoples for resource development on their lands. For these agreements to be valid, the federal government would have to be a party. But where the lands are located within provincial boundaries, the province would need to be involved as well.

Negotiated agreements are the means by which Aboriginal land claims have been dealt with in Canada historically, originally by treaties and more recently by land claims agreements. This approach respects the Aboriginal peoples and their authority to make decisions regarding their lands, whereas non-consensual infringement of their Aboriginal title by federal legislation does not. Legislative infringement is a coercive act that should only be used in emergencies or as a last resort where a compelling and substantial objective is at stake, and the Aboriginal titleholders refuse good-faith negotiations. Moreover, there is no valid reason why negotiations need result in an absolute surrender of Aboriginal title. Aboriginal people should be able to participate in negotiations for the development of their lands without being compelled to give up their title.
Despite its shortcomings, the *Delgamuukw* decision could usher in a new era for Aboriginal rights in Canada. For the first time, the right of Aboriginal peoples to participate as equal partners in resource development on Aboriginal lands has been acknowledged. But for this new partnership to work, the federal and provincial governments will have to shed outdated attitudes, and accept the new legal landscape.¹¹⁰ This will take political courage, leadership, and imagination. The Canadian public as well needs to be aware of the unique position of the Aboriginal peoples in Canadian society, and accept the fact that they have special rights as the original inhabitants of this country. Over and over in his recent decisions on Aboriginal rights, Chief Justice Lamer has emphasized the need for reconciliation. Public support for governments that have the vision to negotiate just agreements with Aboriginal peoples for a sharing of this country's resources will help to achieve the kind of reconciliation he seems to have in mind.
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